202 FROM 447 BG KILLED

In the “LOCATION” column, if there is a letter followed by two separate numbers (EXAMPLE: A 12 41), this indicates that the individual is interred in the cemetery shown at the top of that group. If there is no letter followed by two separate numbers in the “LOCATION” column, this indicates that the individual’s name is inscribed on the Tablets of the Missing at the cemetery shown at the top of that group.

BRITISH AMERICAN CEMETERY

CRIMMINS HUGH O  SGT  13144159  710 MD 19 JUNE44
GERRITS DAVID J  2 LT  0-821258  710 PA 19 JUNE44
GRUNRISEN ARTHUR H  SGT  32770545  710 NJ 19 JUNE44
LANETT WILFRED F  SGT  39272046  710 CA 19 JUNE44
LIGHTFOOT EUGENE A  2 LT  0-757078  710 IL 19 JUNE44
MILTON THEODORE A  2 LT  0-813553  710 CA 19 JUNE44
SIXES EDWARD L  SSGT  18077960  710 TX 19 JUNE44
STOKES MARVIN B  2 LT  0-708296  710 FL 19 JUNE44
WOLFE JAMES J  SSGT  37663885  710 IA 19 JUNE44

CAMBRIDGE AMERICAN CEMETERY

PFAUTZ HARRY E  SSGT  33500616  711 PA 15 MAR 45
PICCARDO JOHN R  SSGT  19188161  711 NY 29 APR 44
MURPHY JAMES V  SSGT  32256167  711 NY 29 APR 44
TULLY EDWARD  2 LT  0-816675  711 AZ 24 MAY 44

UNIT STATE DEATH LOCATION
ORNATO LAWRENCE A
ADAMS ARTHUR J
BECK JOHN F
CROTTY HUGH O
MANOCK NORMAND D
KORNEGAY J W
OULEHLA CHARLES H
GRUBE HARRY A
WHITE EVERETTE W
YANEZ JOE
AABERG CLARENCE A
BOWEN DAVID W
PENWELL JAMES E
HAINES WILLIAM A
HENRY JOHN K
ST LAURENT LEO A

the individual is interred in the cemetery shown at the top of
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